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Microsoft XNA Game Studio Creator's Guide, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.



	Bring your PC, Zune, and Xbox gaming visions to life with Microsoft XNA Game Studio


	Develop...
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About Face 2.0: The Essentials of Interaction DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Interaction Design professionals are constantly seeking to ensure that software and software-enabled products are developed with the end-user's goals in mind to make them more powerful and enjoyable for people who use them. This text ensures it.

First published seven years ago-just before the World Wide Web exploded into dominance in the...
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Microsoft .NET for ProgrammersManning Publications, 2002
Shows intermediate and advanced programmers how to deploy a single .NET application with multiple interfaces so that it can be accessed from the command line, through a Windows GUI, by means of a Web browser, or using a mobile device.

The purpose of this book is to explore the many parts that make up .NET, to assemble them into
a...
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Essentials of Mathematica: With Applications to Mathematics and PhysicsSpringer, 2007
Essential Mathematica: With Applications to Mathematics and Physics, based on the lecture notes of a course taught at the University of Illinois at Chicago to advanced undergrad and graduate students, teaches how to use Mathematica to solve a wide variety problems in mathematics and physics. It is illustrated with many detailed examples that...
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Away3D 3.6 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2011

	Away3D is an impressive technology, and this book is focused on showing you how to create practical and fun 3D Flash applications with plenty of step-by-step examples, tips to help you avoid common mistakes, plain English explanations of the concepts and techniques used by Away3D, and honest advice to help you understand some of the...
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HTML Pocket Reference (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002
In this completely revised and updated pocket reference, Jennifer Niederst, the author of the best-selling Web Design in a Nutshell, delivers a complete guide to every HTML tag. As with O'Reilly's other pocket references, this handy book offers the bare essentials in a small, concise format that you can carry anywhere for quick reference....
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Essentials of Autopsy Practice: New Advances, Trends and DevelopmentsSpringer, 2007

	This reference book provides an update on the advances and developments in autopsy practice. The book is designed to be kept in laboratories, offices and mortuaries so that pathologists can quickly reach for it and look up how to undertake procedures or interpret findings found in autopsy practice. Useful to both trainees and consultants in...
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ASP.NET Data Presentation Controls EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2007
This book shows you how to get the most from these controls to easily display and manage complex data in your web applications. It takes you through each of the major data presentation controls in ASP.NET, gets you started using them, and then shows you how to use them in your applications for managing your data.

When you design and...
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Global TectonicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
As is well known, the study of tectonics, the branch of geology dealing with large-scale Earth structures and their deformation, experienced a major breakthrough in the 1960s with the formulation of plate tectonics. The simultaneous confi rmation of sea fl oor spreading and continental drift, together with the recognition of transform faults and...
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Essentials of Statistics for Business and Economics (with CD-ROM)South-Western College, 2008

	Trust the latest version of this market-leading essentials text to introduce sound statistical methodology in a proven applications setting. ESSENTIALS OF STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, 5e, includes all of the strengths of the longer best-selling Anderson/Sweeney/Williams STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, with a focus on the most...
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Twisted Network Programming EssentialsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Get started with Twisted, the event-driven networking framework written in Python. With this introductory guide, you&#8217;ll learn the key concepts and design patterns to build event-driven client and server applications for many popular networking protocols. You&#8217;ll also learn the tools to build new protocols using...
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Prototyping Essentials with AxurePackt Publishing, 2014

	A comprehensive strategy and planning guide for the production of world-class UX artifacts such as annotated wireframes, immersive prototypes, and detailed documentation with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn in a progressive and structured way to plan and construct highly compelling interactive,...
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